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Progressive Israel Network Statement Endorsement by J-Link 

 

J-Link, an international network of progressive Jewish organizations, advocating for democracy,           

human rights and a peaceful resolution to the conflict, strongly endorses the following             

statement by the 10 leading progressive Jewish organizations in the U.S. We join their voices in                

condemning Netanyahu’s plans to expand settlements and take actions that undermine any            

possibility of a future 2 State resolution.  

Yours respectfully,  

J-Link Coordinating Committee,  

Kenneth Bob (Ameinu, U.S.A.), Barbara Landau (JSpaceCanada, Canada), Alon Liel (Policy           

Working Group, Israel), Pablo Lumerman (J-AmLat, Argentina), Giorgio Gomel (JCall Europe,           

Italy), Gabriella Saven (The Jewish Democratic Initiative, South Africa).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

J-Link is an international network of progressive Jewish organizations. We share a love of Israel and a                 
commitment to democracy, human rights, religious pluralism, and a peaceful resolution of the             
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. We believe in the values enshrined in Israel’s Declaration of Independence,             
which promise “complete equality of social and political rights to all its inhabitants irrespective of               
religion, race or sex.” For more visit: www.jlinknetwork.org 
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Progressive Israel Network Condemns Netanyahu’s Settlement Actions in Twilight of Trump 

Presidency 

December 7, 2020 

In response to a series of actions taken by the Netanyahu-Gantz government in recent weeks,               

including home demolitions, forced evictions and new settlement approvals in Givat Hamatos            

and E-1 meant to secure “facts on the ground” and prevent the successful pursuit of a two-state                 

future for Israelis and Palestinians, the Progressive Israel Network issued the following            

statement. 

We are alarmed by the recent set of moves by the government of Israel to initiate settlement                

projects and take other provocative and harmful actions in East Jerusalem and the West Bank,               

including home demolitions and forced evictions, which further damage the possibility of a             

negotiated future two-state solution. It is clear that the Netanyahu government is trying to              

exploit the outgoing Trump Administration’s wholehearted embrace of Israel’s settlement          

enterprise in order to further erase the distinction between Israel and the territory it occupies.               

The recent announcement of the Israeli government’s approval of tenders for new construction             

in the planned settlement of Givat Hamatos and statutory approval for the construction of E-1               

are particularly harmful. These settlement projects have the strategic objective of cutting off             

Palestinian neighborhoods in East Jerusalem from the West Bank city of Bethlehem, seriously             

undermining the prospects of establishing a contiguous Palestinian state alongside Israel.  

This effort to create new “facts on the ground” in the West Bank are meant to salt the earth for                    

future negotiations and could cause serious tensions between Israel and the United States in              

the early days of a Biden-Harris Administration. This ongoing and illegal process of de facto               

https://www.progressiveisraelnetwork.org/progressive-israel-network-condemns-netanyahus-settlement-actions-in-twilight-of-trump-presidency/
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annexation will only deepen the conflict and push Israelis and Palestinians further towards a              

permanent and unequal one-state reality.    

After four years of overt encouragement by the Trump Administration of Israel’s expansionist             

settler movement, the Biden-Harris Administration must do everything it can to reverse these             

harmful steps, to revive the prospect of a just and durable two-state solution, and realign U.S.                

foreign policy with the values of human dignity, equality and peace.  

Progressive Israel Network: Member Organizations 

Ameinu 

Americans for Peace Now 

Habonim Dror North America 

Hashomer Hatzair North America 

Jewish Labor Committee 

J Street 

New Israel Fund 

Partners for Progressive Israel 

Reconstructing Judaism 

Truah 
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